High End Systems has pioneered the advancement of automated lighting technology for over thirty years. Our latest innovations bring modern efficiency to the timeless performance and ingenuity in High End’s latest products. Ready to take your light show to a new level? We’ve got the tools.

Our Bright White LED sources is generations ahead, with the power to take on the largest arenas. Available in three variants with Ultra-brite, High CRI 6500k and High CRI 3200k, we truly have the source for every need.

High End’s Sola Series family has something for every need, with punchy beams, saturated washes, and spectacular effects. All come with superior color and responsive design, making sure designers get the look they need every time.
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SolaSpot LED and washes required by the modern lighting designer. The output from a 400-watt Bright White LED source along with the SolaFrame 1500 fixture for top lighting designers. The fixture combines high intensity and a full feature set for complete creative freedom. The SolaFrame Theatre is the industry’s first automated LED luminaire to deliver completely silent operation. Engineered with a 600-watt Bright White LED source plus the beautiful colors and stunning effects you've come to expect. State-of-the-art color mixing systems plus fixed gobo and color wheels, CMY/CTO system, iris, frost, and zoom create a cornucopia of lighting effects. The SolaSpot 1000 uses 100 RGBW LEDs for a brighter, more intense and better color gamut. The SolaWash 2000 uses 200 RGBW LEDs for a brighter, more intense and better color gamut. The SolaWash 37 uses 37 RGBW LEDs for a brighter, more intense and better color gamut. The SolaHyBeam 2000 luminaire offers high-intensity output suitable for the largest and most demanding applications. The system is designed for precision lighting control and aerial effects, the SolaHyBeam 2000 is High End’s powerful Framing System to the SolaSpot 2000. The result is a total FX package, with precision color mixing and animation effects – all from a single fixture. Take your shows to new levels with the endless variety of lighting effects inherent in the SolaHyBeam fixtures. Lighting designers no longer need to choose between spot and wash applications. The SolaHyBeam 2000 luminaire offers high-intensity output suitable for the largest and most demanding applications. The system is designed for precision lighting control and aerial effects, the SolaHyBeam 2000 is High End’s powerful Framing System to the SolaSpot 2000. The result is a total FX package, with precision color mixing and animation effects – all from a single fixture. Take your shows to new levels with the endless variety of lighting effects inherent in the SolaHyBeam fixtures.